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Abstract 

  

Sanskrit is the primary liturgical language of Hinduism and a scholarly literary language that is in the use of lingua 

franca in the Indian cultural zone. English is a West Germanic language that was first spoken in early medieval 

England and is now a global lingua franca. There is a lot of English words of Sanskrit origin For example, English 

mother is a cognate of Sanskrit m                       -              -                -svásar, son- ūnú  d ug    -duhitár, 

man-manu/manav, dental-dántam, nose-nas, cow-gáuḥ etc. Machine translation from Sanskrit to English is a suitable 

phenomenon to understand the Paninian grammar corresponding to English grammar as translation being the most 

important applications of Natural Language Processing. With the help of Artificial Intelligence we provide an interface 

named transish a Translator from Sanskrit to English that convert Sanskrit sentences to English with a rule based model 

of parser and a semantic mapper. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1
 Machine translation can use a method based on linguistic 

rules that is translated in a linguistic way or a process that 

utilizes software to translate source language (here 

Sanskrit sentences) into target language (English). Rule-

based methods parse a text, usually creating an 

intermediary, symbolic representation, from which the text 

in the target language is generated. Transish (translator 

from Sanskrit to English) an interface of web based 

phenomenon is used here for translation that follow the 

rule based approach. The human translation process may 

be described as: 

1. Decoding the meaning of the source text;  

2. Re-encoding this meaning in the target language. 

Behind this ostensibly simple procedure lies a 

complex cognitive operation. To decode the meaning of 

the source text in its entirety, the translator must interpret 

and analyse all the features of the text, a process that 

requires in-depth knowledge of the grammar, semantics, 

the text, syntax, idioms, etc., of the source language, as 

well as the culture of its speakers. The translator needs the 

same in-depth knowledge to re-encode the meaning in the 

target language. Transish uses parser and transliteration 

process for translation. The robustness of RBMT (rule 

based machine translation) is high and works on exact 

match reasoning that is used by transish. 
 

2. Literature review 
 

Sanskrit, as defined by Pāṇini evolved out of the earlier 

Vedic form. The beginning of Vedic Sanskrit can be 
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traced as early as 1700–1200 BCE. Scholars often 

distinguish Vedic Sanskrit and Classical or Pāṇinian 

Sanskrit as separate dialects. Though they are quite 

similar, they differ in a number of essential points of 

phonology, vocabulary, grammar and syntax. In the 2001 

census of India, 14,135 people reported Sanskrit as their 

native language. Since the 1990s movements to spread 

spoken Sanskrit have been increasing organizations like 

Samskrita Bharati conduct Speak Sanskrit workshops to 

popularize the language. In India, Sanskrit is among the 14 

original languages of the Eighth Schedule to the 

Constitution. The state of Uttarakhand in India has ruled 

Sanskrit as its second official language. According to 

Prajapati (2005), more than 3000 Sanskrit works have been 

composed in the period post Indian Independence (i.e., 

since 1947) alone.     

     The Sahitya Akademi has had, since 1967, an award for 

the best creative work written that year in Sanskrit. In 

2009, Satyavrat Shastri became the first Sanskrit author to 

win the Jnanpith Award, India's highest literary award. In 

the Republic of India, in Nepal and Indonesia, Sanskrit 

phrases are widely used as mottoes for various national, 

educational and social organisations for example: 

Republic of India: 'Satyameva Jayate’. Means:Truth alone 

triumphs. Nepal:  ‘Janani Janmabhumisca Sv argadapi 

gariyasi’. Means: Mother and motherland are greater than 

heaven. 
 

3. Unicode representation 

 

Unicode is a computing industry standard for encoding, 

representation and handling of text expressed in most of 

the world's writing systems. The Unicode Consortium was 
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incorporated on January 3, 1991, in California, and in 

October 1991, the first volume of the Unicode standard 

was published. Unicode can be implemented by 

different character encodings. The most commonly used 

encodings are UTF-8, UTF-16 and the now-obsolete UCS-

2.  

 UTF-8 uses one byte for any ASCII character, all of 

which have the same code values in both UTF-8 and 

ASCII encoding, and up to four bytes for other characters. 

In the transish project UTF-8 is used in order to translation 

from Sanskrit to English. UTF-8 is an 8-bit variable-width 

encoding which maximizes compatibility with ASCII. 

 

4. Design of proposed model 

 

In this machine translation Sanskrit sentence as a source 

language is input through an interface called transish 

interface. Second step is to preprocess the Sanskrit text 

and then parse it into corresponding character with the 

help of Unicode to corresponding English characters then 

apply a transish algorithm to get the final output as 

English Sentences as: 

 
 

Fig.1 Design of translator from Sanskrit to English 

 

5. Rule based Machine Translation 

 

Major approaches of Machine Translation are rule-based 

machine translation (RBMT, also known as the rational 

approach). Rule based translation consists of: 

 

(1). Process of analyzing input sentence of a source 

language syntactically and or semantically 

(2). Process of generating output sentence of a target 

language based on internal structure each process is 

controlled by the dictionary and the rules. 

 

There are three different types of rule-based machine 

translation systems: 

 

Direct Systems (Dictionary Based Machine Translation) 

map input to output with basic rules. 

Transfer RBMT Systems (Transfer Based Machine 

Translation) employ morphological and syntactical 

analysis. 

Interlingua RBMT Systems (Interlingua) use an abstract 

meaning. Transish used direct system for translation of 

Sanskrit to English. 

 

6. Approach for designing Transish algorithm 

 

The transish algorithm take input as Sanskrit sentenceand 

follow the given approach. 

 
    

Fig.2 Approach for designingTransish algorithm. 

 

There are six tenses in Sanskrit, out of this six transish 

first focus on Lat lakāra (present tense) to process the 

Sanskrit sentences for English translation. Details of Lat 

lakāra (present tense) parasmaipada is given below. 

 

Table 1 Lat lakāra (present tense) parasmaipada 

 
Person Singular 

Number 

Dual Number Plural Number 

First Person Ti (  ) 

 

tas    (  ) Anti (    ) 

Second 

Person 
Si (  ) Thas    (  ) Th ( ) 

Third 

Person 
Mi   Vas     (  ) Mas     (  ) 

 
7. Transish Algorithm 

 

1. Take the input from the text areainputted by virtual  

Keyboard of Unicode and set the flag=0; 

$_SESSION ['x'] $_POST ['txtarea']; 

3. Check out translate button is set on any event occurs:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transfer-based_machine_translation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transfer-based_machine_translation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlingua
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if (isset ($_POST ['translate']) 

4. Then check whether text area is set or not  

if (isset ($_POST ['txtarea'])) 

5. Then assign the input to temporary variable $string 

$string $_POST ['txtarea']; 

6. Else show a message for user input. 

7. If $string is set split this string into character 

$charlist mb_str_split ($string); 

8. Set an array of mantra of Sanskrit  

$arr = array('  ','  ','  ','  ','  ','  ','  ','  ','  ','  '); 
9. for ($j=0;$j<count($charlist);++$j) 

10. {$init0; 

11. for($i=0;$i<=9;$i++) for mantra of Sanskrit 

12. if($charlist[$y]==$arr[$i]) 

13. {$init=1;break;} 

14. Match for corresponding English alphabet with rule  

Based grammar with switch cases and concatenate to  

Form English sentences of corresponding Sanskrit  

Alphabet and take this concatenated sentences into  

Another session variable $_SESSION ['y']; 

15. Again split the output sentences into words 

$keywords = preg_split (/ [\s,] +/, $_SESSION ['y']); 

16. Open a dictionary file in read mode 

$file=fopen (SantoEng.txt,r); 

17. Search for the entire file with rule based grammar  

While (! feof ($file)) 

18. {$matchinfile=fgets ($file); 

19. If (preg_match (/\b.$fwords.\b/i, $matchinfile)) 

20. If match found select the corresponding English words  

       And on each step recognize the grammar. 

21. Concatenate the grammar based all the words in SVO  

Order}} 

22. Update the dictionary if new information is kept and  

      Show the result with grammar information. 

23. End 

     

8. Server side language and styles 

 
 

Fig.3 Client Server request and response methods. 
 

A PHP script runs on the server and can alter or generate 

HTML code at will. An HTML web page is still delivered 

to the browser, which doesn’t know or care that PHP is 

involved in tweaking the HTML on the server. 

Html, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery and PHP with Databases 

are mainly used for transish. 

9. Implementation 

 

9.1 Web based work: Sanskrit is a member Indo-European 

family of languages. Its closest ancient relatives are the 

Iranian languages old Persian and Avestan. So In order to 

learning more about Sanskrit a web based project of 

transish done having a menu Home, Transish, SGrammar, 

Sresources etc. as: 

 

 
 

Fig.9 Web based work of transish for detailed description. 

 

9.2Virtual Keyboard: A virtual keyboard consisting 

Sanskrit letters is used with the help of html and css and 

here Unicode used for corresponding letters to process for 

Sanskrit to English translation. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Virtual keyboard for transish 

 

 
 

Fig.5 Input text from virtual keyboard and its 

corresponding output with translate event. 

 

9.3Transish TTS: A text-to-speech system (or engine) is 

composed of two parts: a front-end and a back-end. The 

front-end has two major tasks. First, it converts raw text 

containing symbols like numbers and abbreviations into 

the equivalent of written-out words. This process is often 

called text normalization, pre-processing, or tokenization. 
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The front-end then assigns phonetic transcriptions to each 

word, and divides and marks the text into prosodic units, 

like phrases, clauses, and sentences. The process of 

assigning phonetic transcriptions to words is called text-to-

phoneme or grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Phonetic 

transcriptions and prosody information together make up 

the symbolic linguistic representation that is output by the 

front-end.  

 

 
 

Fig.6 Typical TTS System 

 

 
 

Fig.6a text to speech for corresponding output as inputted 

by the user at run time based on TTS System. 
 

9.4 Accuracy level:Accuracy of transish is measured by 

options chosen by user. If user analyses that transish 

translation is excellent, select 5 and according to the user 

satisfaction transish process it. 

 

 
Fig.7Select options for rating accuracy. 

 

9.5. Transish graph:PHP combined with MySQL are 

cross-platform. After rating by the user it can fetch the 

current data and add the user rating to its corresponding 

data and update the database to show theupdated results. 

 

 
 

Fig.8 User point of Transish graph on user satisfaction. 
 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions and Future scope 

 

In this proposed paper we have mainly focused On 

Transish for Lat lakāra (present tense) parasmaipada as 

Compared with tenses of Sanskrit and as translation done  

a text to speech engine process the output and provide the 

facility to play the outputted sentence. As per knowledge  

a translator from Sanskrit to English is not available or 

may be under process. Transish help the people to interact 

with the Sanskrit language in easy way. The Sanskrit has 

no order that is a free world order language. Thus we get 

each word separately and   maintain a separate meaning 

after applying sandhi rule and other grammar to 

understand it deeply. As translation is not so far in this 

area so future scope would be broad but need time and 

practice and the most important is the deeply knowledge 

of Sanskrit. One can extend the transish for other tenses 

and extend the transish web based thesis. The basic 

objective of the paper is to make the rule based transish a 

translator from Sanskrit to English and the proposed 

algorithm make the transish more efficient and user 

friendly. 
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